Eurotrade SA (Pty) Ltd

111%
DEPOSIT
BONUS

DEPOSIT BONUS – RECEIVE 111% ON TOP OF YOUR
DEPOSIT UP TO 20,000
1.

The 111% Deposit Bonus can be applied to up to three (3) Trading Accounts per Client.

2.

Under this 111% Deposit Bonus the maximum cumulative 111% bonus amount that can
be earned is 22,200 per trading account.

3.

The 111% bonus will be generated in the same currency as that of the trading account
it is assigned to. (EUR, USD, or GBP).

4.

The 111% Deposit Bonus is available via MT4 and MT5, and Eurosocial Trading
Platforms.

5.

The 111% Deposit Bonus is based on the volume traded on Forex and Metals.

6.

Maximum leverage for the accounts registered for the campaign will depend on the
account type and will be assigned to you upon opening your account.

7.

Every Client of Eurotrader is entitled to receive a bonus in the amount of 111% of the
sum deposited to a trading account. This is a one-time bonus that cannot be credited
to a trading account that has already received bonuses of other types, has trading
operations or if the Client has already received the 111% Bonus in three (3) trading
accounts already.

8.

The 111% Deposit Bonus is only available for the accounts that have completed
verification.

9.

The 111% Deposit Bonus is a non-tradable bonus that will appear in your client area,
not your trading account. It will be only redeemable after you have completed the
bonus trading requirements, and upon this completion, it will be transferred to your
trading account.

10. The 111% Bonus is not able to be withdrawn until completion of the Deposit Bonus
requirements. However, there is no limit on withdrawing the profits while the Deposit
Bonus is enabled.
11.

Profits withdrawn prior to the completion of the Deposit Bonus requirements will
reduce the equivalent amount in withdrawn profits from the bonus volume
requirement that have been accrued to that point.

12. The 111% deposit bonus trading requirements
For every four (4) USD/GBP/EUR of bonus added to your account, you will be
required to trade one (1) Lot.
Upon the completion of the above trading requirements, you will then be able to
withdraw the bonus from your client area.
Lots will only be applied that are held for at least three (3) minutes (your applied
trading volume total will be available in your client area).
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Trading Requirements, Practical Example:
Client deposits 1000EUR, 1110EUR Bonus added to client area (not able to be used
for trading purposes).
Client will then complete one (1) lot for every four (4) EUR of the bonus amount,
in this case totalling 277.5 lots.
Once the client completes the 277.5 lots, the 1110EUR bonus will automatically be
released from their client area to their trading account.
Early Withdrawal of profits, practical example:
Client has 1110EUR Bonus as per above, they have to date completed 200 lots,
which have been traded on a combination of Forex and Metals.
In this case, their accrued bonus trading requirements have reached 800EUR
(200 lots x 4EUR).
They have also accumulated a profit of 800EUR during this time. The customer
has requested and completed a withdrawal of the 800EUR of profits.
This early profit withdrawal will now restart the customers Bonus Trading
Requirements as the Profit withdrawn is subtracted from the bonus trading
requirements accrued to date. (800EUR or 200 lots Bonus Requirements accrued
– 800EUR early profits withdrawn = back to zero bonus requirements completed).
Re-deposit to bonus trading account, practical example:
The client has a 1110EUR Bonus as per above, they have to date completed 200
lots, which have been traded on a combination of Forex and Metals.
In this case their accrued bonus trading requirements have reached 800EUR (200
lots x 4EUR) for the trading account they have deposited to.
The customer now is requesting a re-deposit to their trading account of the
800EUR.
This re-deposit will now impact both the customers’ Bonus amount and their
Bonus Trading Requirements.
The 111% of the re-deposited amount of 800EUR will be added to the client area
bonus, taking the bonus amount from 888EUR to 1998EUR.
The re-deposited amount 800EUR will also result in additional bonus trading
requirements, a further 200lots will be add. 277.5 lots are required to achieve the
new bonus amount.
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13. The Company reserves the right to cancel the 111% Deposit Bonus without prior
notice. So, we strongly recommend that you refrain from factoring in the bonus when
calculating the profitability of your trading strategy.
14. The 111% Bonus completion is calculated automatically every hour within the bonus
section of the Client Portal.
15. The 111% Bonus will be automatically credited to the trading account for trading
purposes once the total volume requirement has been reached.
16. The 111% Bonus will be generated in the same currency as that of the trading account
it is assigned to.
17.

From the moment the bonus has been credited, there is no time limit to complete the
volume requirements.

18. The Client agrees that in case the Company detects any signs of abuse of the
Deposit Bonus or if a profit in the account equals a deposit, the Company may
cancel the Deposit Bonus and adjust the profit derived from it by the amount equal to
the bonus sum without prior warning or explaining the reason. The Client recognises
the possible risks of applying this clause.
19. The Company reserves the right to amend or modify the campaign terms without
prior notice.
20. The 111% Deposit Bonus is intended only for trading on Forex and Metals.
21. The official language of the Terms is English. In the case of variant readings of a
translated version and the Terms in English, the Terms in English is considered a prior
reference standard.
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